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 An Evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud through the Lens of the Customer Engagement Platform 

Summary 

Catalyst 
Growth remains the top priority for commercial enterprises, and there is an increasingly common 
realization among CEOs that the quality of customer experience as a key driver of growth is at least 
as important as the products or services companies sell. 

The race is on to focus digital transformation on better ways to compete for customers, new and 
existing, and to build enduring and mutually beneficial relationships to deliver profitable growth. To 
succeed, every customer interaction, whether digital or in person, must be supported. Rather than 
cobble together a series of departmental functional systems over multiple years, leading companies 
are investing in customer engagement platforms (CEPs) integrated into their entire value chain. This 
goes well beyond the narrow transactional CRM systems environment, and competition to develop 
these platforms is fierce and fast moving. 

CEPs are a mechanism for orchestrating the entire customer experience, and it is critical that they are 
fully understood by both business and IT, as they offer a faster track to successful customer-aligned 
transformation. 

In this report, we evaluate Oracle CX Cloud through the lens of the seven CEP technology layers and 
conclude that it is a leader in every layer. 

Ovum view 
Ovum defines a CEP as a platform that enables an enterprise to coordinate and intelligently 
orchestrate all customer engagement activities across its value chain in a way that delivers a 
symbiotic set of outcomes: superior experience for customers as well as profitable growth, improved 
operational efficiency, and lower costs for the business. 

Oracle shares this goal, and, rather than developing functional capabilities in isolation, its 
development teams from the front to the back office and supply chain aim to harmonize their 
applications to deliver the "connected digital enterprise" and make that real, industry by industry. At 
the same time, Oracle's CX Cloud developers continue to strive for best-in-class functional 
capabilities, but the real power and value from such platforms comes when the capabilities supported 
are connected and the enterprise acts in concert to create and deliver value to its customers. 

While growth, operational efficiency, and cost reduction remain the top three drivers of digital 
transformation initiatives identified in Ovum's ICT Enterprise Insights 2018/19 – Global: ICT Drivers 
and Technology Priorities research, customer experience improvement is the leading strategy to 
achieve these aims for around half of the 4,899 enterprises surveyed. However, 52% of these 
enterprises said they were at the early stages or had not even started an omnichannel customer 
engagement transformation initiative despite declaring its critical importance to their businesses. Less 
than 10% feel they are on top of omnichannel, the remainder making some modest progress. 

What is required is a unified and connected CEP to act as the permeable and intelligent membrane 
between the enterprise and its customers. The aim is to orchestrate relevance throughout all 
customers' interaction journeys, turning the traditional value chain on its head: to become a demand 
chain, with customers as the catalyst and value co-creator as they consume or use the products. 
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 An Evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud through the Lens of the Customer Engagement Platform 

Before getting into the detail on Oracle CX Cloud, we start with the business context and provide a 
deeper dive into a connected hierarchy of critical technology layers that a CEP must provide. While 
the emphasis in this report is business-focused, this evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud is just as relevant 
to public sector organizations. 

Key messages 
 Growth is a function of persistent customer relevance and enduring symbiotic relationships. 

 Four critical attributes must be supported to deliver a positive customer experience. 

 A connected and symbiotic customer experience is a platform play. 

 From cloud to dynamic orchestration, Oracle is a leader in every category. 

Recommendations 

Recommendations for enterprises 
Around 80% of enterprises across all industries are struggling to make headway with their customer 
experience initiatives, and there are several reasons for this. Departmental silos, poor data quality, an 
inability to surface relevant data and apply real-time analysis, and a lack of understanding of the 
current art of the possible from a technology standpoint have all contributed to this lack of progress. 
Trying to solve the challenge one department at a time or by integrating point solutions is a recipe for 
delay, hidden costs, and, above all, disappointment for customers. 

This is why a platform approach – among other considerations, such as a clearsighted strategy for 
customers – is essential. The right lens is not that of the CMO or sales, but from the perspective of 
the customer. To succeed, the enterprise must act as a coherent, connected, and informed system of 
value creation and delivery, with the customer at the center of all thinking and action. Firms that get 
this right will enjoy growth and persistent customer relevance. Those that take a fragmented approach 
to the customer will fail and lose relevance – the route to oblivion. 

When evaluating platforms, look for a unified environment that supports a coherent enterprise and 
demand to know how customer interactions can be supported, especially when their infinite variety of 
journeys cannot be second-guessed. Customer journey mapping is great for building consensus 
across departments, but it is at best a proxy for reality, and customers, whether individuals or 
members of a decision-making unit, have a habit of acting in less predictable ways. 

Recommendations for Oracle 
Vendors will also need to change how they sell by appealing to the more strategic C-level buyer, and 
that demands a broad range of senior-level consultative sales skills and a deep awareness of the 
cross-enterprise challenge of delivering on customer expectations. Salespeople who have forged their 
careers on a narrower domain, such as sales, marketing, service, or commerce, may not have the 
required skills or breadth of knowledge. To solve this challenge, Oracle may need to develop a 
specialist cadre of sales consultants to overlay key account teams and develop simple diagnostics to 
identify the most promising opportunities. Oracle's recent DataFox acquisition could potentially add 
value by detecting signs that an enterprise is serious about customer experience, by, for example 
appointing a chief customer officer and sending other corroborating signals of strategic intent. 
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 An Evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud through the Lens of the Customer Engagement Platform 

From a product perspective, while Oracle has a very strong story to tell across all CEP layers, it 
should consider developing a dashboard to highlight current interaction traffic, where it causes friction, 
and any emerging behavioral trends that would generate insights a CCO could use to prioritize 
customer journey improvements. Net Promoter Scores are a poor substitute for insight into what is 
happening with the customer. Feeds from enterprise feedback management systems allied to 
interaction data and historic transactional data could also be mined to surface important behavioral 
patterns and provide intelligent recommendations. 

Growth is a function of persistent customer 
relevance and enduring symbiotic relationships 

The levers of growth are timeless; it is the execution that must 
change 
The lifespan of companies has dramatically dropped from an average of 62 years back in 1958 to 
around 18 years in 2011, according to an analysis by McKinsey of the S&P 500. An extrapolation from 
this trend suggests that some 75% of companies would be out of business by 2030. The cause of this 
disastrous predicament is a failure to remain relevant and a breach of the unspoken contract to 
provide a continuous stream of value. Yet the levers of growth are just the same today as they have 
ever been. At the core is a symbiotic relationship (see Figure 1) that increases relationship duration 
over time by maintaining or, better still, increasing the value customers receive. The arbiter of what 
constitutes value is, of course, the customer. This in turn drives value for the enterprise, its 
employees, and its shareholders. 
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 An Evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud through the Lens of the Customer Engagement Platform 

Figure 1: The levers of profitable growth 

Source: Ovum 

The key is to make every relationship count and to understand what makes some customers less 
profitable than others, which may have more to do with the company's processes, inefficiencies, and 
cost to serve than any customer delinquency. While these levers are simple enough to understand, 
making them work is more challenging in today's complex and volatile environment. The key to 
success is to take a wide-angle lens to customer experience, recognizing that a narrow marketing, 
sales, or service perspective does not address customers' increasing expectations in an omnichannel 
world. Fulfillment and continued support are at least as important as the brand promise. It is therefore 
essential that the enterprise takes a holistic view of the customer experience and ensures that the 
entire value chain is put at the service of the customer. 

Piecemeal approaches one department or enterprise application at a time merely propagate 
operational and data silos. Many vendors are positioning themselves as providers of customer 
engagement platforms, but scratch beneath the surface, and their scope is often narrow, in support of 
a specific department, such as marketing or service. 
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 An Evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud through the Lens of the Customer Engagement Platform 

Four critical attributes must be supported to deliver 
a positive customer experience 

Relationship quality and persistent relevance are built on four 
core attributes 
Figure 2 highlights the four core attributes and how they relate to relationship quality and persistent 
customer relevance. Advances in technology, particularly artificial intelligence, offer the potential to 
ensure that every customer interaction, across any channel, will be positive, personalized, accurate, 
and relevant. Conversely, if used without a genuine concern and care for the customer, the same 
technology can serve to alienate customers faster than was previously possible. The four core 
attributes serve to get the balance right with CX initiatives and ensure that technology is used wisely. 

Figure 2: The four core attributes to deliver a positive and relevant customer experience 

Source: Ovum 

Customer and persona (if not yet a customer) recognition is essential to form the basis of any 
personalization. Apart from anything else, recognition fosters a positive emotion with the customer, 
conveying that the customer is important to the company, not just another prospect or a number. In 
B2B environments, this is typically less of a challenge than in high-volume B2C settings, although 
anyone interacting with the customer – for example, when the customer seeks help – must recognize 
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the customer. In some industries, such as retail banking, recognition is achieved through the login and 
authentication process, whereas commerce customers may browse for some time before declaring 
their identity, if at all. The underlying data about customers, such as their history as well as their live 
interactions, must be unified to determine their contextual needs. In high-volume B2C environments, 
customer data management is not just challenging, but also critical. Customer recognition is an 
important first step in developing a longer-term relationship, and it goes deeper than just identity, to 
the previous history with that customer and recognition of implied intent, based on the customer's 
interaction journey. 

Protecting customers starts with protecting information about them and being completely transparent 
as to the intended use of that information. This includes cybersecurity, protection from fraudulent use 
of their data, respect for their privacy, permission to use their information, and giving customers 
control over their information, not just to comply with any regulation such as the EU's General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), but, above all, to foster trust. Inappropriate content must also be 
shielded from minors. A permission-based approach to gathering and using customer data is essential 
to create transparency and foster trust, and with almost weekly reports in the media of major failures, 
there is now heightened sensitivity to this critical attribute. 

Customer journeys are less predictable than most CX planners would like. Rather than a series of 
linear and logically organized interactions to achieve an obvious aim, they can be chaotic and may 
start from any point, device, social network, deliberate search, or response to a campaign. Customers 
may be interrupted by an external event as simple as a phone call or a knock at the door, and then 
resume their journeys, perhaps on a different device, switching from a smartphone to a tablet, for 
example. In high-volume consumer environments, with millions of interactions taking place every day, 
a map of all interaction journeys would resemble the apparent chaos of international air traffic, 
although customers do not file flight plans, which increases their unpredictability. 

The customer experience challenge is to orchestrate relevant content, advice, and offers or respond 
in the most relevant way. In a high-volume B2C setting, rules-based approaches are ineffective. This 
is where machine learning and automation have a major role to play. The ideal is that every 
interaction journey, however chaotic, will be dynamically supported at each step. Sometimes this will 
require human interaction, but increasingly, customers like to find their own solutions or products 
without the need for human guidance or, as they might see it, interference. This creates two major 
challenges in high-volume B2C environments: 

 continuity of experience across multiple channels or devices, including physical locations 

 real-time prediction to trigger the right action 

The first of these challenges requires technology and process support for omnichannel customer 
journeys. The entire value chain or network may be involved, which is why this is so complex and 
progress to omnichannel is glacially slow (see Figure 3). 
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 An Evaluation of Oracle CX Cloud through the Lens of the Customer Engagement Platform 

Figure 3: Omnichannel progress is slow 

Source: Ovum ICT Enterprise Insights 2018/19 

The second challenge is to surface relevant data, perform machine learning analysis on the fly, and 
trigger the most relevant action, content, or guidance, based on the customer's individual context, and 
better still to preempt potential issues before they become a problem for the customer. Classic 
relational databases are not equipped to do this, in part because of unacceptable latency, and 
because they are designed for structured transactional data, not the chaotic unstructured data that 
surfaces during customer interactions. That is why, in these chaotic environments, graph databases, 
data lakes, and data pipes are being used to feed AI with relevant and real-time data. 

However, even equipped with big data technologies and good data management disciplines, most 
vendors are still at the early stages of providing algorithmic omnichannel support. Again, this is no 
surprise, as the low-hanging fruit for AI is to provide in-application support for end users, such as 
micro-segmentation, attribution for marketing, propensity to buy and guidance in sales, and contextual 
ranking of FAQs in self-service portals. To cover the length, breadth, and innumerable permutations 
of chaotic omnichannel customer journeys, ML will have to be connected, draw on real-time data 
wherever it resides or is being created, and permeate every interaction point. Outputs from one set of 
algorithms will be inputs to another, communicating with each other like fireflies in the night, creating a 
digital neural network. As a challenge, from an AI perspective, it is akin to the driverless car. 

In the meantime, we are likely to see a combination of localized ML allied to rules-based approaches 
to trigger the most relevant action, across the more well-trodden customer journeys, such as basket 
abandonment on a commerce site and propensity to churn. Connected AI is on the horizon, but it is 
unlikely to be commonplace for several years. 

The traditional mechanisms for adaptation are the voice of the customer/employee (VoC/VoE) and 
use of sentiment analysis from social networks or instant post-purchase customer feedback. These 
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techniques are still of great value, particularly in surfacing systemic weaknesses or triggering a rescue 
action if a customer's low score indicates a potential defection. However, being able to sense and 
adapt at any point in the customer's interaction journey demands the same ML mechanisms as for 
dynamic orchestration. 

A connected and symbiotic customer experience is 
now a platform play 

Changes in investment behavior indicate that more firms are 
taking a holistic approach to customer engagement 
We continue to stress the critical importance of taking a coherent and holistic approach to customer 
engagement if the customer experience is to be significantly improved. In recent years, line-of-
business heads have been the main sponsors of CRM applications such as marketing automation, 
service automation, and sales force automation, with little regard for customer experience or adjacent 
departments that might be impacted. As enterprises seek to open up online routes to market, a more 
strategic approach to commerce applications has been taken, where more of the C-suite has been 
involved in the decision-making, as the impact is felt across multiple departments, including 
marketing, sales, billing, supply, logistics, and after-care service. It has taken a while, but Ovum has 
detected, at least anecdotally, that now customer experience is seen more as a collective concern, 
and that both commerce and former CRM applications and engagement systems must be 
approached more thoughtfully and collaboratively to create an interconnected foundation for growth. 

Fear of potential lock-in to a single vendor is being trumped by the need for more rapid development, 
more seamless integration, and lower costs. Platforms are now seen as a better way to break down 
organizational barriers and take advantage of AI that can span multiple departments and support 
customers throughout their near-infinite customer journey permutations. Taking an outside-in view 
from the customer's perspective makes sense, and a mechanism for orchestrating the experience, 
irrespective of channel, supports the case for an integrated platform rather than a hodgepodge of 
disparate vendor solutions that will only reinforce organizational silos. 

However, CEPs are an emerging category of primarily, but not exclusively, advanced and extended 
CRM solutions incorporating commerce and providing hybrid systems of engagement and record. 
This means they are less understood by enterprises than the traditional CRM applications or distinctly 
separate customer care or commerce solutions. There is a major understanding gap between the art 
of the possible today, with too many influencers and decision-makers locked into legacy CRM 
thinking. The risk is that investment decisions might be made on the basis of yesterday's art of the 
possible, not today's. 

Ovum signaled this emerging category in its 2016 Trends to Watch: CRM report and again the 
following year, culminating in the Ovum Decision Matrix: Selecting a Customer Engagement Platform, 
2018–19 in August 2018. Rather than simply compare function by function, Ovum reverse-engineered 
the idea of a CEP, based on the market's needs, and synthesized this understanding into technology 
"layers" against which we could evaluate each vendor. Prior to the evaluation process, these layers 
were validated by major vendors and enterprise clients, and our evaluation process confirmed that the 
more advanced vendors are traveling in the predicted direction. 
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The anatomy of a CEP consists of six enabling technology 
layers, culminating in a seventh orchestration layer 
The layers are outlined in Figure 4 and identify the six essential technology layers, from cloud through 
to functional support, culminating in the highest level of capability, real-time customer engagement 
orchestration and the delivery of customers' desired outcomes. 

Figure 4: Anatomy of a customer engagement platform 

Source: Ovum 

These layers are illustrative, and the configuration of vendor CEPs will differ, but they should contain 
these building blocks. 

 Real-time customer engagement orchestration layer: This connects all interactions and 
data and delivers personalized content or next best action through every touchpoint. In B2C 
environments, this is often an individual consumer, whereas in B2B, a decision-making unit 
comprising different individuals and roles throughout the buying cycle, sometimes over many 
months, may be involved. 

 Functional support layer: For CEPs to be effective, they must provide either direct 
functional support for customer-facing business units (CRM heritage vendors) or real-time 
input in support (customer intelligence and analytics heritage vendors). This includes support 
for marketing, sales, service, and, depending on the nature of the business, commerce and 
subscription billing to support subscription businesses, which can include the emerging 
product-as-a-service business model, where products are rented, not owned. The CEP 
vendor may partner with other vendors to support this capability, but it must be integrated to 
support real-time customer interactions and provide essential functional support to employees 
interacting with the customer. 

 Industry layer: With versions for rapid deployment, business agility, cost reduction, and best-
practice adoption, CEPs should provide support for industry-specific business processes. This 
includes everything from data models to business processes, integrations, UI, and, if 
necessary, third-party solution extensions relevant to the industry and related processes. 
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 Interaction intelligence tools and process automation layer: This layer includes intelligent 
tools (predictive and behavioral analytics, machine learning, natural language processing, 
robotic process automation, virtual assistants, etc.) to analyze, predict, and contextualize the 
data and infer customer intent. It also provides the automation capabilities to trigger a relevant 
response at the exact moment the customer interacts. 

 Security and compliance layer: This layer provides the security and governance measures 
and business tools necessary to protect sensitive customer data, particularly important in 
multitenant environments, and to ensure compliance with any local, regional, or industry-
specific regulations. Examples of regional and local regulations include the EU's GDPR and 
the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018. 

 Unified customer data management layer: The unified customer data management layer 
brings together, either virtually or in a single data store, existing transactional and contextual 
interaction data, third-party data sources, big data, and IoT data, where relevant. It monitors 
and synthesizes the data to create unified customer profiles, essential for effective 
personalization or relevant and timely actions. Data quality is critical to fuel real-time 
intelligent orchestration capabilities. In high-volume B2C environments, data streaming is a 
major challenge and requires the underlying big data technologies, such as data lakes, data 
pipes, and graph databases, to feed ML algorithms in real time. This is less of an issue in B2B 
environments that are typically much lower in volume and often face to face. 

 The cloud infrastructure and integration layer: Given the speed of change, a cloud-based 
platform provides the optimum environment for customer engagement platforms. This may be 
a combination of SaaS and PaaS. The ability to integrate with existing enterprise applications, 
typically via APIs, is also essential to enrich the customer profile data and to trigger activities 
in adjacent systems – for example, fulfillment or supply systems. 

From cloud to dynamic orchestration – Oracle is a 
leader in every category 

Oracle CX Cloud forms a comprehensive, integrated CEP 
The Oracle CX Cloud provides a broad array of front-office applications that are tailored to several 
industries and can be consumed individually or as a suite to deliver a robust and highly effective CEP. 
Application areas cover marketing, commerce, sales, and service. These are discussed more fully in 
the later section on functional support. Figure 5 provides an overview of the major categories of 
applications and the underlying technology layers within Oracle CX Cloud. 
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Figure 5: Oracle CX Cloud overview 

Source: Oracle 

The CEP layers can be considered like Maslow's hierarchy of needs. They all contribute, but the most 
important is where it directly impacts customers and helps them achieve their desired outcomes, 
closely followed by an engaged and enabled workforce (see Figure 6). 

To evaluate Oracle CX Cloud, we will start at the base of the pyramid and work up to the pinnacle. 

Figure 6: Adaptation of Maslow's hierarchy of needs, from a CEP perspective 

Source: Ovum 
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The cloud layer – Oracle CX Cloud is built on second-
generation cloud infrastructure 
Oracle CX Cloud is hosted on Oracle's second-generation cloud infrastructure, which was developed 
from the ground up to deliver a highly secure and scalable environment. Security is discussed in more 
detail in the later section on security and compliance. In addition to increased levels of security, this 
second-generation cloud infrastructure provides major price/performance advantages over first-
generation cloud infrastructure from major competitors. 

Oracle's autonomous database removes the need for administrative tasks, and its response times are 
significantly faster than first-generation databases. Oracle's IaaS platform is also aggressively priced 
compared with leading IaaS providers such as AWS, Google, and Microsoft. 

Oracle CX Cloud is a SaaS-based set of applications, and Oracle also provides PaaS to develop 
extensions to the CEP, such as the addition of microservices. 

Oracle Integration Cloud supports hybrid environments and API management 

An essential attribute of a positive customer experience is a unified approach from the customer all 
the way back along the value chain, so that when customers buy products online, for example, they 
immediately know when the products will be delivered. Data held in back-office systems from finance, 
ERP, and logistics must be connected and flow freely across different systems and processes. Oracle 
Integration Cloud provides the means via APIs to connect systems and data, across not just Oracle 
systems but systems from different vendors. It also supports hybrid environments with a mix of on-
premises legacy systems and customer-facing cloud platforms. It also supports an environment for 
more fluid and automated end-to-end processes that span multiple departments and systems. 

Oracle IoT Cloud 

Oracle IoT Cloud is a PaaS platform for connecting and managing IoT-connected devices. This can 
be used for predictive and preventive maintenance, for asset management, and to provide insights 
into the actual usage of products by customers. This is examined in some detail in the Ovum case 
study Denon & Marantz (D+M): Generating Growth the Customer-Adaptive Way, where product 
usage provided insights that enabled the firm to create new audio equipment products better suited to 
more hostile operating environments, such as the bathroom. 

The data layer – Oracle's data management expertise supports 
any scale of interactions 
Converting customer journey chaos into real-time engagement orchestration is a complex challenge, 
especially in high-volume B2C environments, and it starts with data and its ingestion and 
management, often across a sprawling landscape of applications and databases. Oracle Integration 
Cloud connects these disparate data sources and applications. 

Very few established enterprises can match Amazon or Alibaba in providing a connected and relevant 
customer experience across all channels and customer journeys. Most major retailers that have 
adopted online commerce to complement their traditional retail stores struggle to deliver a consistent 
and positive customer experience. Operational and data silos create barriers to customer 
engagement. The millions of daily interactions in high-volume B2C environments and countless 
customer journey permutations paint a picture of apparent chaos. ML can help make sense out of this 
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chaos and trigger the right action, content, or guidance required, in the context of each individual 
customer's journey, but first it needs to feed on high volumes of good-quality data. 

Dynamic orchestration of the customer experience relies on the ability to sense and respond to the 
customer's context, often in real time. Customer data must include traceability of the live interaction 
journey and any historic transactional information and stated preferences. Customers expect to 
choose how they want to interact and though which channel, digital or otherwise. Subject to 
permissions, journey data must flow from one interaction point to another. 

This presents a challenge where multiple systems are used to support individual departments – for 
example, marketing, sales, service, and commerce. In this scenario, data is not only locked away in 
system silos, but often recorded in different ways. Customers may be subscribers to newsletters in 
marketing automation systems, cases in customer care systems, or customers in commerce systems. 

The same customer might interact via the web, respond to an email campaign and contact customer 
care to resolve a query or issue. Where customer data is fragmented across multiple systems, a 
mechanism is needed to recognize that it is the same individual in each interaction, not three distinct 
people. Relational databases rely on predetermined schemas, and if systems from different vendors 
are used to support the various departmental functions, the likelihood is that the view of the customer 
will be fragmented, making a relevant contextual response unlikely. Integration of systems can be 
hardwired, but this is expensive and does not solve the customer identity and recognition problem. 
The challenge is massively magnified in high-volume B2C environments. 

Oracle CX Unity supports customer recognition at scale 

Oracle takes a holistic lifecycle view of the customer rather than a narrow marketing automation 
perspective. Oracle CX Unity, launched at Oracle OpenWorld in 2018, has been developed to ensure 
that customer profile data is continuously updated across the omnichannel environment. The profile 
data can also be augmented by Oracle Data Cloud, with access to 5 billion identities from 1,500 data 
sources, to generate lookalike audiences for marketing purposes. Its primary purpose, however, is to 
maintain accurate and trusted information (subject to permission) and make this available across all 
functional areas and to feed ML algorithms to trigger the most relevant action or content throughout 
each customer's journey, irrespective of where that person starts or ends up. By synthesizing historic 
transactional data with real-time behavioral data gleaned throughout each step of the customer 
journey, and applying ML, the relevance of any response or interaction is significantly enhanced. 

Oracle CX Unity is also supported with industry-specific schemas and will support both B2B 
environments, such as account-based marketing (ABM), and high-volume B2C settings. 

Big data support is essential in high-volume B2C or B2B2C environments 

In these high-volume consumer environments, a range of big data technologies will need to be 
deployed (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Illustration of big data technologies to surface data in real time 

Source: Ovum 

This is where Oracle's big data and Data Integration Platform Cloud come to the fore. 

Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud and Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service 

The Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud provides support in essential big data areas: 

 Data Lake Builder is used to rapidly copy data into a data lake and provide guided setup and 
governance for data policy compliance. A data catalog is created to make data discoverable 
for specific uses – for example, by data scientists to surface hidden patterns and create 
business value. 

 Data Preparation simplifies data ingestion. 

 Data Pipelines push down ELT execution for complex data integration pipelines in a data lake 
or data warehouse. 

 Data Replication provides real-time data integration and replication for data movement, 
consistency, resiliency, and fault-tolerance. 

 Stream Analytics is used for event processing of real-time data streams that ML can use to 
trigger the most relevant action. 

To give some idea of the scale that can be supported, eBay's real-time streaming data platform is built 
on Oracle GoldenGate, Kafka, Flink, and Kubernetes to handle 200 billion events a day. Oracle 
GoldenGate is designed to support heterogenous database environments, monitoring change data by 
reading transaction logs and distributing these transactions to different target systems in real time. 

DataFox acquisition provides an AI data engine to enhance B2B customer data 

Oracle announced the acquisition of DataFox in October 2018. The DataFox data engine uses AI to 
continuously extract company-level data from more than 3.3 million public and private businesses. 
DataFox supplements this data by scouring the internet for additional context from more than 5 million 
digital properties, 70,000 daily news articles, and 756,000 digital signals. B2B account teams can be 
alerted to any significant change that might impact their sales strategies or indicate a potential 
opportunity or potential defection. 
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The security layer – Oracle security spans the entire platform 
stack and is supported by inherent compliance capabilities 
Oracle CX Cloud takes full advantage of the built-in security in Oracle's Generation 2 Cloud 
infrastructure. Generation 2 Cloud, highlighted by CTO and founder Larry Ellison at OpenWorld 2018, 
has some significant advantages over first-generation clouds, the most significant of which, from a 
customer experience viewpoint, is security. First-generation clouds place user code and data on the 
same computers as the cloud control code with a shared CPU, memory, and storage. This in effect 
enables vendors of first-generation clouds to see customer data and opens up the possibility of 
cyberattack by enabling customer code to access cloud control code. 

In Oracle's Generation 2 Cloud, customer code and data are housed on a bare-metal computer, while 
cloud control code sits on a separate computer with a different architecture, removing this aspect of 
cyberattack risk. Oracle goes even further to ensure security. A host of other security features are 
also provided, including customer data encryption, preventing Oracle from accessing customer data, 
and AI-assisted robots that are permanently on the hunt for signs of potential attacks and can 
eliminate them in flight. 

The Oracle Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) Service gives visibility into the entire cloud stack 
and serves as a security automation tool for IT administrators. CASB identifies existing threats to a 
customer's cloud footprint by leveraging real-time threat intelligence feeds and machine learning 
techniques to establish security baselines and to learn behavior patterns. 

CASB uses predictive analytics, with patent-pending modeling techniques that evaluate risks across 
hundreds of threat vectors to provide customers with a concise summary of potential threats. 
Automated Incident Response keeps enterprises secure by automating responses to threats with 
forensics, incident management, orchestration, and remediation through native capabilities as well as 
integration with existing technologies. CASB's Security Configuration Management eliminates labor-
intensive, error-prone manual processes and manages security configurations in cloud applications by 
asserting configurations as well as continuously enforcing them. 

Oracle CX Cloud supports the EU General Data Protection Regulation 

Oracle CX Cloud provides controls to enable customers to capture personal data across different 
channels and ensure that customer data is managed in a transparent and compliant manner. This 
includes tools to update personal data on request and to securely transfer personal data leveraging 
APIs and Secure File Transfer Protocol mechanisms. Encryption and granular access controls also 
ensure that only those employees entitled to work with customer data can access it. 

Compliance can be further enhanced and automated with Oracle Policy Automation to ensure that 
new policies are automatically adopted to maintain a compliant environment. 

The AI and RPA layer – Oracle provides a host of AI and RPA 
tools to provide functional and customer journey support 
Oracle has three core elements in Oracle CX Cloud to create an environment of pervasive AI that can 
support customer journeys: 

 Adaptive Intelligent Apps 

 intelligent features 
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 conversational agents 

Adaptive Intelligent Apps 

Oracle's integrated CX Cloud Suite is now infused with Adaptive Intelligent Apps, as is Oracle ERP 
Cloud, Oracle SCM Cloud, and Oracle HCM Cloud. What this does, particularly where the entire value 
chain is connected, is to provide an intelligence mechanism to tee up the right content, actions, or 
recommendations triggered by the inferred intent of customers, from initial search for a product or 
service all the way through to fulfillment and usage, across any combination of channels they choose 
to use. Humans still need to develop compelling content and offers, and they still need to get 
organized in such a way that departmental silos are removed. But AI that is designed for specific and 
common use cases and that uses outcomes delivered to constantly recalibrate and adjust provides 
the dynamic linkage between the relevant content developed by employees and the individual 
customer. This provides scale and addresses the challenge of the near-infinite permutations of 
customer interactions. 

Intelligent features 

Intelligent features help the user develop smarter processes that can be automated by reducing 
manual error through its smart mapping tool. Domain-specific recommendations are provided to 
improve process automation. Oracle Integration Cloud provides a robotics process automation 
capability with the UiPath Robotic Process Automation solution. This provides the tools to design and 
build new processes or extend/enhance existing ones, integrate with existing processes, and activate 
the new process. Rich visualizations are provided to make process automation design intuitive for 
business analysts and business domain experts. 

Conversational agents provide customer support 

Conversational agents, managed through Mobile Cloud Service, provide customer support and 
seamless agent hand-off. Prebuilt industry-specific chatbots can be used for faster adoption. 

Oracle Data Science provides support for enterprise data scientists 

While Oracle CX Cloud has many AI tools that come standard, some enterprises will have their own 
data scientists and wish to extend AI or find new patterns of activity across the enterprise that, once 
revealed, can create a business advantage. In May 2018, Oracle acquired DataScience.com, a firm of 
50 data scientists who had built a platform to support data exploration, model building, and training 
and model management and deployment. Providing deep integration with Oracle SaaS, PaaS, and 
IaaS, it can support extremely large-scale use cases. While most enterprises will rely on Oracle's 
growing portfolio of connected intelligence, those with their own data scientists will find the data 
science platform an added advantage. 

The industry layer – industry versions provide a closer fit and 
faster deployment 
Industry variants deliver a better fit as a CEP 

Oracle has invested heavily in delivering a platform that fits with the specific needs of different 
industries, including prebuilt industry-specific data models, end-to-end business processes, user 
interfaces, integrations with other Oracle and third-party back-end systems, and analytics. The core 
industries supported in this way consist of 
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 automotive 

 communications 

 consumer goods 

 corporate and retail banking 

 higher education 

 high technology 

 hospitality 

 industrial manufacturing 

 insurance 

 media 

 public sector 

 retail 

 utilities. 

The functional layer – functional support for the front line 
Oracle CX Cloud provides considerable breadth of functional support for the front office. The core 
modules cover marketing, commerce (B2B and B2C), sales, service, CPQ, subscription, social, 
loyalty, and content creation and management. The CX Cloud Suite has evolved through acquisition 
and development over many years. Built on the unified Oracle CX Platform and supported with a 
common Alta user interface, the overall platform has evolved into one of the most advanced available. 

Oracle Marketing Cloud comes in two flavors 

Oracle Marketing Cloud provides two marketing automation platforms, one for consumer-focused 
marketing (formerly Responsys) and the other for business-focused marketing (formerly Eloqua). The 
latter, when used in combination with Oracle Engagement Cloud, provides the basis for ABM, where 
typically each key account is seen as a market in its own right and where sales and marketing 
collaborate to identify and pursue opportunities within individual accounts. As Oracle Engagement 
Cloud supports a tight link between sales and service teams in high-value accounts, by combining 
Oracle Marketing Cloud with Oracle Engagement Cloud, a more sophisticated capability – account-
based engagement, the logical evolution of ABM – can be supported. Oracle's automation and 
personalization capabilities mean this can be extended at scale, beyond key accounts to midtier and 
small accounts. Add DataFox and Oracle ML into the mix, and considerable insight can be leveraged 
to enable a company to increase its value to business customers and develop more enduring and 
valued relationships. 

Both marketing platforms support a high degree of personalization and automation, across any 
channel, and take full advantage of Oracle's CX Unity customer profile. In B2C environments, Oracle 
ID Graph (formerly BlueKai) can identify lookalike personas for targeted acquisition campaigns. 

Relevant content is also automatically adapted to the device, whether that be a smartphone, tablet, 
laptop, or PC. 

Multistep campaigns across multiple channels are also supported, and the campaign design and 
workflow tools are easy to use. Micro-segmentation, A/B testing, and attribution analytics allied to ML 
help marketers improve their returns on marketing investments. Customer or prospect interactions 
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can also be used to trigger the most relevant messages in the right format and medium and at the 
most appropriate time. 

Oracle Marketing Cloud also provides a valuable social listening tool to pick up signals across social 
networks, both positive and negative, to help enhance brand reputation, crowdsource ideas for 
innovation, or identify behavioral trends that can be used to increase the relevance of the enterprise, 
as important sources of unsolicited feedback. 

Oracle Engagement Cloud unifies sales and service teams 

Oracle Engagement Cloud is a combination of rich sales and service capabilities. It delivers full sales 
automation capabilities and ensures complete visibility into any outstanding service issues at the 
individual account level so that account teams are fully aware and can provide the first line of defense 
against customer defection. In combination with Oracle Marketing Cloud, it also provides the basis for 
advanced ABM strategies. 

Oracle Engagement Cloud supports sales and performance management 

Oracle's performance management (territory, quota, and incentive compensation management) and 
Oracle Sales Planning provide managers with the modeling and control they need to set up sales 
plans and tailor their coaching to help salespeople develop their skills. Social collaboration among 
sales teams is supported, as is sales force automation on any device. Salespeople can also update 
records via voice on their mobile devices following a customer meeting, which minimizes effort and 
increases the accuracy of information. 

Industry-specific variations include support for consumer goods companies to help them optimize their 
store visits and discussions with merchandisers; for financial services, providing specific compliance 
rules; and for manufacturing and high-tech companies that sell complex or high-value products and 
are more likely to need the addition of Oracle CPQ Cloud. 

Predictive analytics support includes guided selling, propensity to buy and revenue predictions, and a 
range of digital assistants to help salespeople find information, build momentum, and close deals. 

Oracle CPQ Cloud supports customers and salespeople 

Oracle CPQ Cloud can be integrated with Oracle Commerce Cloud to enable customers to configure 
the more complex products. In a B2B setting, multiple price books are supported to ensure that the 
right prices are offered based on the customer's agreed-upon price levels. Deal management 
intelligence provides guidance on pricing and the impact on margins when developing a proposal. 
Professional-looking proposals can be produced, and, where special terms are being negotiated, 
workflows can be automated to ensure that the right approvers are involved in the final price. 
Subscription pricing is also supported. Oracle CPQ provides a broad range of capabilities to suit any 
industry selling complex products. 

Oracle Service Cloud is omnichannel ready 

Oracle Service Cloud provides a unified desktop to help agents deliver a positive customer 
experience, irrespective of the channel used by the customer, supported by a comprehensive 
knowledge base and policy automation to ensure that entitlements are managed effectively. Oracle 
Service Cloud can be integrated to both on-premises and cloud-based telephony systems via APIs. 
Social media engagement is also supported to help resolve customer issues and preempt negative 
sentiment. Virtual assistants and NLP and NLU AI capabilities help customers resolve their own 
queries or automatically pass the request onto the designated agent. Live agent assistance is 
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provided, as is co-browsing support to help the agent see the customer's screen and understand the 
difficulty being experienced. 

Oracle Commerce Cloud 

Oracle Commerce Cloud provides customers with a responsive, SaaS-based commerce platform for 
B2C and B2B with intuitive tools in the secure, flexible, and scalable Oracle Cloud. Oracle Commerce 
Cloud delivers omnichannel experiences with AI-driven personalization, drag-and-drop experience 
management, and multi-variant testing. Companies can focus on business needs and innovate with a 
rapid upgrade schedule and scale. The offering moves beyond the boundaries of traditional SaaS and 
allows users to integrate seamlessly with an API-first, modern architecture. Oracle Commerce Cloud 
is especially helpful for companies that operate in a rapidly growing dynamic – those that operate in 
both B2C and B2B capacities. 

Oracle Subscription Management supports products-as-a-service 

Announced at OpenWorld 2018, Oracle Subscription Management enables businesses to offer 
products and services on a subscription basis. Increasingly, organizations and individuals are seeking 
to rent rather than buy products. Actual usage can be determined by IoT sensors within products or 
other provisioning systems for services. Rather than being charged a fixed amount, subscriptions can 
contain a usage component, so that customers are charged based on how much they use the 
product. Automotive manufacturers such as Porsche and Mercedes now offer a subscription service 
that allows customers to select the vehicle model to suit their specific yet temporary needs, such as a 
convertible for a scenic road trip on a long weekend for two or a large 4x4 for the family skiing trip. 
This extends the addressable market to customers who do not want the expense of ownership but do 
want some temporary luxury. This move to subscription-based consumption versus outright ownership 
is a growing trend across all industries and provides businesses with the potential for new revenue 
streams and mixed business models. 

Oracle Loyalty Cloud rewards customer advocacy and loyalty 

While loyalty and reward programs have to some extent fallen into disrepute, when managed 
effectively and supported with accurate customer information, they can add considerable value to the 
customer experience. Oracle Loyalty Cloud provides a platform to manage loyalty schemes at any 
scale and uses APIs to link reward partners to schemes to increase the potential value of such 
programs to customers. 

The orchestration layer – Oracle connects data, AI, and 
automation to support dynamic orchestration of the customer 
experience 
Oracle has made considerable headway in evolving its platform to help enterprises deliver a positive 
customer experience at every interaction moment and throughout all journeys. Given the complexity 
and infinite permutations customers can take when they engage with brands, approaches such as 
customer journey mapping at best can only deliver a poor proxy for reality. Especially in high-volume 
B2C environments, the journey options are virtually limitless, and although perfection is always out 
there in the future, by combining its data, AI, and industry insight, Oracle is nearer to the ideal of 
dynamic orchestration of the customer experience than most of its rivals. 
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What we are seeing in the market is an evolution in AI, from simple localized use cases to the more 
complex and challenging uses cases that transcend departments and channels. Figure 8 provides a 
simplified illustration of this evolution, from initial experiments through dynamic orchestration. 

Figure 8: Simplified illustration of the evolution of AI in customer engagement 

Source: Ovum 

Through its mastery of big data and concerted development effort to join the enterprise dots to create 
the connected digital enterprise, Oracle CX is somewhere between stage 3, supporting multiple cross-
functional use cases, and stage 4, dynamic orchestration. By providing additional data science 
support, the most ambitious enterprises can probably take this a step further. 

In addition to its progress in delivering a class-leading CEP, Oracle is also looking at the next stage in 
the evolution of the customer experience, the augmented customer experience, and is already co-
innovating solutions with major customers harnessing IoT, virtual reality, and AI to help augment the 
customer experience to deliver the wow factor that drives emotional engagement with a brand. We 
can expect more of this in 2019. 

Appendix 

Methodology 
The conclusions and recommendations in this report were based on primary and secondary research, 
including global surveys, interviews with Oracle product teams, and other secondary research 
sources. 

Further reading 
ICT Enterprise Insights 2018/19 – Global: ICT Drivers and Technology Priorities, PT0141-000002 
(October 2018) 
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2019 Trends to Watch: Customer Engagement Platforms, INT001-000106 (November 2019) 

Customer Engagement Platforms: Optimizing the Enterprise for Growth, INT001-000102 (October 
2018) 

Ovum Decision Matrix: Selecting a Customer Engagement Platform, 2018–19, INT001-000088 
(August 2018) 

Denon & Marantz (D+M): Generating Growth the Customer-Adaptive Way, IT0020-000231 
(December 2016) 
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